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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2014177811A1] The invention relates to an impact-assisted knife (1), for example for opening shellfish, which comprises a blade (2) that
has the ability to retract into an internal cavity (4) of the handle (3) of said knife. The knife (1) incorporates an impact mechanism (12) comprising:
- an initiating member (40) provided with an end rod (47), associated with elastic return means (41), and - a hammer (42) associated with elastic
means (43), which hammer has a blind bore (60) with a closed end (61) intended to collaborate with said rod (47) of the initiating member (40).
The rod (47) is designed to bear against the front face of the hammer (42), around the periphery of the blind bore (60), so as to compress said
elastic means (43) associated with the hammer (42), when force is applied to the front part of the blade (2). Furthermore, the impact mechanism
(12) comprises means for keeping the rod (47) and the blind bore (60) coaxial after said elastic means (43) have been compressed. In that way, the
insertion of the rod (47) into said blind bore (60) under the effect of said means that ensure coaxiality causes an impact between the closed end (61)
of the bore and the end of the rod (47), this impact being transmitted to said blade (2).
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